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Task Description:

The bone loss which parallels extended space missions represent serious threat to astronaut health, both during flight and
on return to gravitational fields. Early diagnosis of osteoporosis would enable prompt treatment and thus dramatically
reduce the risk of fracture. Currently, the principal method used to diagnose osteoporosis is dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry (DEXA), which provides a 2-D representation of bone mineral density (BMD), but not bone's physical
properties per se. Recent advances in quantitative ultrasound have enabled a true characterization of bone quality,
including both BMD and mechanical strength. Currently funded by the NSBRI, we have developed a scanning confocal
acoustic diagnostic (SCAD) system capable of generating acoustic images at the regions of interest (e.g., in the
calcaneus). Both animal and human trials indicate strong correlations between SCAD and microCT determined
parameters of bone’s material properties, including BMD (R=0.87) and yield strength (R=0.9). The objectives of this
study are to further develop this unique diagnostic for use in the human, including an improved resolution, faster scan
times (e.g., < 5 min for the calcaneus), the ability to scan multiple sites of the skeleton, and to validate image based
characterization of bone’s physical properties to true bone quality as based on material testing. In essence, this next
phase of research will focus on developing the SCAD prototype as a real-time, high-resolution, and portable bone image
modality for determining bone quality. A series of four interrelated specific aims are proposed: 1) Bone surface topology
will be determined via acoustic surface mapping which can be used for accurately measuring wave velocity. 2) The
system capable of extracting trabecular BUA and UV images at multiple skeletal sites, i.e., calcaneus, wrist, and hip,
will be further developed to provide direct assessment of bone loss and fracture risk. 3) Using cadaver specimens, bone’s
structural and strength properties, as measured by SCAD, will be validated by microCT and mechanical testing, as well
as, nanoindentation. 4) Comparisons to standard diagnostics will be performed by clinical assessment on osteoporosis
subjects using both SCAD and DEXA. This work will help to refine a non-invasive diagnostic for bone loss, and may
potentiate the development of a flight instrument for the precise determination of bone quality during extended space
missions. 
  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

Musculoskeletal decay due to a microgravity environment has greatly impacted the nation's civil space missions and
ground operations. Such musculoskeletal complications are also major health problems on Earth, i.e., osteoporosis, and
the delayed healing of fractures. About 13 to 18 percent of women aged 50 years and older and 3 to 6 percent of men
aged 50 years and older have osteoporosis in the US alone. One-third of women over 65 will have vertebral fractures and
90% of women aged 75 and older have radiographic evidence of osteoporosis. Thus, approximately a total of 24 million
people suffer from osteoporosis in the United States, with an estimated annual direct cost of over $18 billion to national
health programs. Hence, an early diagnosis that can predict fracture risk and result in prompt treatment is extremely
important. Development of a low mass, compact, noninvasive diagnostic tool, i.e., ultrasound bone quality detector, will
have a great impact as an early diagnostic to prevent bone fracture. This research will address critical questions in the
Critical Path Roadmap related to non-invasive assessment of the acceleration of age-related osteoporosis and the
monitoring of fractures and impaired fracture healing. The results have demonstrated the feasibility and efficacy of
SCAD for assessing bone’s quality in bone. We have been able to demonstrate that the bone quality is predictable via
non-invasive scanning ultrasound imaging in the ROI, and to demonstrate the strong correlation between SCAD
determined data and CT identified BMD, structural index, and mechanical modulus. These data have provided a
foundation for further development of the technology and the clinical application in this research. Our principal goal is
to continue the development and evaluation of the SCAD system for ground-based determination of bone's physical
properties, and for determining even subtle changes of bone during extended flights. 
  

Task Progress:

Musculoskeletal complications induced by age-related diseases like osteoporosis, and in long-term disuse osteopenia
such as a lack of microgravity during extended space missions and long-term bed rest, represent a key health problem.
Such a skeletal disorder changes both the structural and strength properties of bone, and the latter plays a critic role in
ultimately leading to fracture. Early diagnosis of progressive bone loss or poor bone quality would allow prompt
treatment and thus will dramatically reduce the risk of bone fracture. While most of the osteoporotic fractures occur in
cancellous bone, non-invasive assessment of trabecular strength and stiffness is extremely important in evaluating bone
quality. In this year’s research, we are able to develop a scanning confocal acoustic diagnostic (SCAD) system capable
of generating acoustic images at the regions of interest (e.g., in the human calcaneus) for identifying the strength of
trabecular bone, in which the system is capable of generating non-invasive, high-resolution ultrasound (US) attenuation
and velocity maps of bone, and thus determining the relationship between ultrasonic specific parameters and bone
mineral density (BMD), and bone strength and bone’s physical properties (i.e., stiffness and modulus). The ultrasound
resolution and sensitivity are significantly improved by its configuration, compared to the existing technology.
Developed prototype of SCAD is successfully used in the bedrest subjects (UTMB, Galveston, TX) and clinical test
(Stony Brook University). A surface topology mapping technology using scanning ultrasound is developed and capable
of determining calcaneus bone thickness accurately and hence enhancing the accuracy of UV measurement. 
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